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Summary/Abstract: In these pages I will present the results of a project, launched in 2008 by the European Union, the subject of which were the values of Europe. The idea
of a Europe built on knowledge, civility, rule of law, inclusiveness, was in our mind, but we understood that this idea of Europe was conflicting with many other ideas about Europe and its destiny. At the end of our search, we have found that the best Europe is the Europe of the Founding Fathers. In 1946, Winston Churchill advocated European integration precisely to prevent the horrors of two world wars from ever happening again. From the beginning, the EU was linked to the USA. European heritage and American heritage are strictly connected. Many scholars, such as and T.G. Ash and J.G.A. Pocock, underline the point. The rebirth of classical Europe is the rebirth of collaboration, alliance, partnership, mutual friendship, common values. Western declinism is the classic self-fulfilling prophecy, while, actually, however, what continue to exist are reasons for US strength and European eminence, which can be maximized rather than minimized (for those who care about the stability of the international system). The inventor of dynamite and philanthropist, Alfred Nobel is an icon of European ambivalence on science, which can be used in order to build bombs and in order to build peace. At the annual Nobel Prize Award Ceremony, in the Stockholm City Hall, every 10th December, the classical European spirit is alive and kicking even more each year.
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9 Classical liberalism today Eclipse and revival
The rebirth of classical liberalism
The meaning of classical liberalism
Classical liberal internationalism
The classical liberal vision
viii. 38 40 47. Classical liberalism's origins in Europe do not, however, make it a European way of thinking. It should not be seen as a 'Western' ideology; rather it is a perspective that is universal in its orientation and can draw upon compatible and sympathetic traditions in all the world's cultures and civilisations. xiv. Foreword. In addition to the crucial ideas that this book ably sets out and clearly explains, classical liberalism is also associated with a number of attitudes and qualities of style. What Does It Mean To Be Australian? 905 words - 4 pages cover all of Australians, except maybe the word individual. We were once a nation of mateship, relaxed, down to earth, humorous people, but that is changed we must now consider the new aspects of multiculturalism, unacceptable, and rushed lives. Australia is a changing nation. So figure it out, what's being an Australian all about? 2460 words - 10 pages The European Renaissance was a period of transition from what was known as the medieval world to what could be called the modern world. Many significant advances in knowledge and thought that greatly affected the framework of society and culture of the modern world marked this time period. Europe's past wars and instability is finally coming to an end. Through the cooperation of fellow European nations, they have formed a strong alliance through organizations and a centralized banking system. Pond argues that Europe, mainly Western, has formed a system that will provide themselves with the necessary means and funds to sustain Europe and possibly as a superpower. With the fall of the Soviet Union and the abomination of French and German hostilities, Europe finally got her break into to modern superpower aspirations. Italy was at the center of intense creativity we now call the Renaissance, meaning "rebirth". The rediscovery of their classical past helped to give
Europeans a new sense of history as well as of their own capabilities.